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TO

BE

CONTINUED

LORELEI

BACHT

To be continued.
All we do is it eat - with dainty fingertips,
We devour lemons, daisies, cupcakes.
Under the spring greens, tall of trees,
We sit safe in our puffy white dresses.
Today is fifty years before the war.
Tucked away from frontlines, we simply
Must enjoy our chicken cold, red wine,
Invent ourselves Impressionists
In fancy Japanese gardens. The truth is:
We have nothing much to do with our hands,
And want nothing to do with those who may or
May not come after us. My petticoats
Far prettier than those of my cousin,
My husband a slick bush of a moustache,
We imagine ourselves streetlights,
Police, sewers, railroads - a lovely story
To be continued.
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THIS

THING

CRAIG

KITTNER

hanging lightly on the wall
in the room where I write,
making small circles in the air
where it dangles,
moved by the fan
as it hums
this object with atoms
grown, mined, and manipulated
half-a-world and a century ago
a past of which I have seen
proof in a black and white photograph
much bigger than it is
this old Swiss cane
with iron tip and chamois fur
and curved black horn as handle
holding histories
of its journeys over rocky terrain
and blue-white glaciers
and me afraid to take it walking
because of how
it would appear
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MISTS

OF

ELIZABETH

AVALON

COWLING
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THE

VOICES

FATHER'S

SARAH

IN

MY

STUDY

ROBIN

I was sitting cross-legged on the rug in front of the fire playing with some toy
soldiers when I heard the voices for the first time. I wasn’t scared, but I was
curious as they weren’t voices I had heard before. I thought maybe my mother
had visitors in the lounge, however when I passed her to go to the bathroom, she
was sitting doing her needlework with nobody but Winston, our old cat.
When I returned to the study, I paused by the doorway and looked at my father –
well, I say I looked at my father, he was always hidden by The Times in the
evenings. It was a comical sight, like the newspaper had its own pair of tailored
trousers and shiny brown boots, with puffs of cigar smoke occasionally rising
from behind.
There was part of me that wondered if he was playing tricks on me but then again
he didn’t normally joke around like that, not when he was reading his articles
anyway. Maybe he had had one too many glasses of brandy. I rose onto my tiptoes and leaned to one side, straining my neck to see if I could see his mouth
moving from the side of his face. Nothing; not even a twitch.
I rested my heels on the ground and sighed, confused. I made my way back to the
fire where my toy soldiers stood to attention at the mantlepiece, when I heard
the voices again. They weren’t clear enough for me to make out what they were
saying, they sounded more like they were mumbling – similar to the collective
sound of a crowd of passengers talking in small groups on a railway platform.
Placing my hands on my hips, I surveyed the room trying to find a logical
explanation. Ah, the radio! I thought maybe it had been left on on a low volume. I
ran over and inspected it but found it wasn’t turned on. ‘What are you doing over
there?’ My father’s deep voice boomed from across the room, though his head
never moved from behind the newspaper. ‘Nothing, just checking something!’ I
squeaked. Even as a boy, I knew hearing voices was not a good thing, so I didn’t
dare tell anyone.
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Feeling defeated, I returned to the rug and carried on playing, but the voices
never went away and after some time I realised several things; one; that only I
could hear the voices, and two; that the voices were coming from inside my head.
The voices became clearer as time went on and my mind would conjure up images
of what these people looked like.
“Who were they?” Elizabeth whispered, wide-eyed in wonder. They were the
characters of my stories, I told her, cradling her on my knee, her blonde ringlets
tumbling clumsily over her little shoulders. You see, characters such as these do
not come to just anyone, they come to those who will listen and will tell their
stories through words on a page, giving them adventures and lives that only you
could create.
We sat under a blanket on my father’s armchair by the fire in his study, where he
had always sat. I stared at the large glass cabinet of books opposite us. It reached
from one end of the room to the other and filled the whole space from floor to
ceiling. It was full of expensive leather bound books that I was never allowed to
touch as a boy. My own collection lay on the mantelpiece, for fear my father
would object to them being worthy enough to be in his glass cabinet - even long
after he had died.
“So you would write stories about them, the people in your head?” she asked,
pulling me away from my train of thought; painful memories of disapproval and
humiliation. I would write in secret, I told her. My father disapproved of me
writing what he called ‘silly fables’, so I would write my stories when I was
hidden from his view, usually staying up past my bedtime, scribbling away in the
moonlight by my bedroom window. My mother quietly supported what I loved,
though she didn’t show this enthusiasm in front of my father.
Elizabeth thought about this for a while. “Was he a bad man?” she asked
cautiously. No, I shook my head. My father, your great-grandfather, wasn’t a bad
man, he simply didn’t appreciate the creative arts and instead filled his head with
business matters and politics. She played with my beard as I spoke. He didn’t
have the time for my stories of children’s tales and he thought I should have been
using my brain for more grown-up things, things he said were useful and sensible.
Of course, he didn’t realise at the time how popular my stories would be to other
children and I would go on to make a good living out of it.
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“I like to write stories too, papa. I draw pictures to go with them too,” Elizabeth’s
eyes grow in size at the excitement of a shared love of writing stories. An artist
as well as a writer? I gasp in exaggerated awe. Well, you do sound very talented.
I would very much like to read those stories. Elizabeth beams in delight in my
interest, something I never had myself, not from my family anyway.
“What happens to the voices once you have written the stories, papa?” she
queried, her brows furrowed with concern. They never leave you, I reassure her.
They may become quieter as new ones come along, but they will always be a part
of you and you will never be truly alone. You’ll have hundreds, if not thousands
of them by the time you’re my age and they aren’t always people either, I have
had many animals too.
Elizabeth grins then turns to the glass cabinet. “What books are in there?” she
asks. I don’t know, I tell her, I’ve never been in it. I wasn’t allowed, remember?
“But you’re not a little boy anymore,” she points out. I think about this for a
moment and I smile at her maturity for such a young girl. That’s right, I’m not a
little boy anymore. We clambered out of the large, old leather armchair and she
clasped my hand and took me over to the cabinet. I was still intimidated by it,
even now.
There must have been hundreds if not a thousand large, thick books, mainly on
economics, world maps and scientific essays of botany and medicines of other
sorts. There was no fiction, unsurprisingly. “What’s in there?” Elizabeth’s little
hand pointed to a locked compartment on the top shelf of the cabinet.
Elizabeth, pass me that stool, I asked. I stood tall and reached my arm to the top
of the cabinet, sweeping my fingers through layers of dust before they brushed
onto something small and made of metal. The key was dirty and had obviously
been untouched for decades. I blew on it, removing some of the dust, then
rubbed it on my jumper.
Mine and Elizabeth’s eyes met before I inserted the key into the lock to find it
was a perfect fit. We held our breaths as I turned the key until we heard a click.
The wooden panel swung open easily and in there was a large handmade box
made of reddish wood with a beautiful design of flowers and birds intricately
carved into it. I pulled the box out of the cabinet and placed it down on the rug
by the fireplace, my hands shaking slightly.
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“Shall I open it, papa?” Elizabeth asked, placing her hand on my arm. I nodded in
approval and she proceeded to open the box ever so delicately. “A treasure box!”
Elizabeth exclaimed. It was a treasure box; inside was my mother’s wedding ring,
a collection of photographs of my parents when they were young and a handful
of letters they wrote to each other when he was away during the war. I put the
letters to one side to read another time when I noticed a large, dusty envelope at
the base of the box. I opened one end and pulled out around twenty sheets of
paper with my boyish scribbles covering both sides.
My stories! I whispered, dumbfounded. “He must have liked your stories if he
kept them in his treasure box,” Elizabeth proclaimed so innocently and so sure of
herself. I wiped way a few tears from my cheeks and she hugged me tight. I’m ok,
they are happy tears, I reassured her.
She looked through the photographs one by one. Suddenly, she lifted her head
and looked around the room. “Who is that?” she asked. They are pictures of your
great-grandparents when they were courting, I pointed to the black and white
photographs. This was probably the first time she had seen pictures of her greatgrandparents. “No, who was that talking?” she scrunched up her face.
Ah, I think you’ve just met the characters for your next story! I chuckled,
memories of my own experiences flooding back through my mind, as if I was
watching myself in a strange out-of-body experience. I’ll go and fetch you some
paper and pencils, I said, heaving myself off the floor. I paused as I got to the
large oak door of the study and smiled to myself as I watched Elizabeth play on
the rug in front of the fireplace just as I did so many years ago.
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SELF-CENSORSHIP

HAT

LEITH

08

THE

TITLE

HAS

OF

BEEN

ANDRE

THIS

POEM

REDACTED

F.

PELTIER

For the safety and security
of the reading public,
the title of this poem
has been redacted.
Names have been redacted
to protect no one in particular.
We stand at the Clarksdale
crossroads and Robert Johnson
is shaking hands and
signing dotted lines.
A gentleman’s agreement as
the deal goes down
again and again and again.
When Lucille Bogan sang
“Shave ‘Em Dry”
and stayed up two nights straight
and planned to stay
up for another,
[her actions
have been redacted]
the Devil was in the corner
preparing the small print.
J. Edgar Hoover wondered how
to deaden the deluge.
COINTELPRO was there
Bugging the telephones,
hiding microphones in the
dieffenbachia,
placing bell-bottomed spies
at the lunch counters.
And the title of this poem
is [redacted].
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HAMSINI

SNEHA

ROY

Looking at a desire for knowledge not flesh
Is the brute swan's safe new fetish.
Swimming in a state of penitent submission
The aftermath of a ruthless past,
It now paddles tranquil, across new feet.
It knows how an interplay in discourse
Never begins to finish, unlike his;
Here you give and you take,
And you take and you give,
With the folds of wisdom
Adjusting each time as distinct spines
and more often, the bare of a written page,
Anticipating that you dare to return
To a reading of the favourite parts,
And take away for yourself
From the spread-eagled yield
and the imagined sigh,
A new secret learnt
From the open, yet again.
The blunt of the beak brims with the nectar
Of its disturbed naivete.
Such pleasure thus is more
A state of awaited becoming;
Ecstatic ascetic
The Goddess smiles,
At the feverish flap
Of a winged fanatic.
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SEA-MUSIC

ANDRE

F.

STILL

PELTIER

- For Mathilde Blind

Years passed and yet I look upon the sea
And hear her music float o’er vale and hill.
I walked these Devon paths before and still
They’re sounding sweet, the sea’s sweet harmony.
Oh, long forgot was that old melody
That warms the heart, that chases off the chill.
The tune that strums the soul’s strings now until
These final days are honest, golden, free.
So here I sit alone and long in years,
And wonder of the things that might have been.
While watching Devon sunset on the line,
Songs chase away my final thoughts and fears.
I now prepare to send my soul divine,
While sea songs sing today as they did then
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UNTITLED

TIM

PRUTTON

12

RED

FLAG

HLR

Overnight, Cordelia built The Savoy out of silk.
It was extraordinary. I’ve never seen a spider web so complicated, so stylish.
Multiple floors, layers upon layers of intricate netting, stretching from one corner of
the window to the other, with remarkably solid foundations and an impressive roof
that glittered in the sunlight. It was too big a space for herself alone and every day I
expected to find that her family or her lover had moved in. But no, just a fly here
and there, caught, I imagined, when I’d carefully crack open the window to let out
cigarette smoke.
I loved her. Even when I was alone, I wasn’t, because Cordelia was there in her
grand hotel of cobwebs in the corner, working on her décor while I sobbed quietly
in bed, distracting me from stabbing my thighs with a steak knife by nimbly dancing
down hallways made of silver thread, or simply dozing in her floss-like hammock,
content in her self-made luxury setting.
How did I know that you weren’t The One for me?
When I saw the ease and total disregard with which you destroyed Cordelia’s
masterpiece.
A thing of beauty, a product of hard work, pure, innocuous, a place of security, of
safety, a home, built by nature’s magic, harmless. I told you not to. I said I thought
it was pretty and I liked looking at the web and seeing how it developed and I had
named the spider (as I name all insects that come into my home) and she wasn’t
hurting anyone and I thought she looked pregnant so leave her the fuck alone. But
you, with your pale blue shirtsleeve, wiped it all away, just like that, for no reason
other than to remind me how easily you could destroy things that are beautiful and
fragile. And with relish, too: your stupid smile when you wiped the remains of her
life’s work onto my leggings despite my fury, you laughing when I jumped up to try
and rescue her from the floor before you stepped on her, callously crushing her, and
the babies she was likely housing, under the heel of your Adidas.
It was a warning, and I took heed.
If you could do that to Cordelia, what the fuck would you do to me?
(I have a new spider now called Regan; she’s busy building The Ritz, and you are not
allowed in my house ever again).
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JUVENILIA

CHRISTOPHER

Friday.
my birthday.
old parlor.

THOMAS

The trees declined
They shriveled back,
Setting a precedent

for the winter

I was nine

and the cauldron was black.
Still,
I rolled my feet through
these coins
counting, forgetting
the numbers.
I am: Nine Ten Eleven Twelve
I am Fifty-nine and twenty, and
I am the same woods of tomorrow,
when my love will expel with its ribbons
the skull of a sheep we once bleached.
(Others find it and scream,
but the trees decline this also.)
I [think I]
tell
these trees that [I prefer
men]
They do not know these leaves.
I am: Nine Thirteen Fourteen
The skull was not Is in the grass
and I am Twenty-six, and the earth is green.
Never the snake but the ribbon
Returns
stained

dutifully
and serene.
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RISE

AND

LINDSEY

FALL

CHAMBLEY
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A

DIFFERENT

VIVIAN

CHURCH

MCINERNY

There was a before and there was an after. Anyone familiar with the death of a
loved one knows the sharp stroke in time that divides what once was from what will
forever after be. Shock, I suppose is the word for it though no word really captures
the feeling. The immediate emotional response to an unexpected death is beyond
language. A guttural keening comes closer, a sound that surprises even the creature
making it.
The funeral Mass was meant to bridge these two worlds for the living, and offer the
dead guided passage. The ritual kneeling, the chants, the organist pressing multiple
chords at once made moans that echoed off the rafters and settled on the
congregation like a weight. The glass-eyed priest drew an invisible cross in the air
over the casket. I tapped fingers to forehead to chest to either shoulder in
response, forming another cross over the corporeal body I inhabited then, the same
one, weathered and lined and changed, I occupy now.
Once, at a friend’s ranch in central Oregon, a desolate place of scrub juniper and
silica soil and dust-colored rock where mountain lions hid, we padded barefoot in
the early morning kitchen making coffee and conversation until a deep and
terrifying bellow stilled all else. The sound moved across the land like a shiver. And
then came the yip, yip, yip of coyotes celebrating the kill. “A bull elk,” said my
friend familiar with this kind thing. We gathered, six of us, on the deck looking out
toward a death we could not see. I know nothing about wildlife. But I felt certain
that the haunting cry of the elk was not one of fear or pain but something beyond
both, a transcendent sound like an aural usher made to guide the creature from this
life to whatever follows. A sound, it strikes me, not unlike that first gasp of new
life. — END —
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A

FISHY

GRAHAM

SMELL

CLIFFORD

When she was at school no one looked at her so much that she poppe out of
existence. It was warm there. With lots of advice played on a loop and elevator
music.
Meanwhile, she had left a vacuum where she had been. This drew much attention
and soon had holy water flicked into it, thermometers and barometers and Geiger
counters dangled into it. Expert tasters stuck their tongues into it. A psychic tried
to bend it.
Meanwhile, the rest of class were barely considered, only being asked about what it
was like being sat next to the vacuum, whether it smelt, if it moved and who was to
blame.
They asked who had been there, before the vacuum. No one could remember. One
by one, all the children joined the girl out of existence as they were surplus to the
prevailing narrative.
Out of existence, they clubbed together to formulate a problem, solve it and move
on. They heard the elevator music but also noticed a fishy smell. Perhaps they
would have included the girl but she had grown in confidence and had other ideas.
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AUDACIOUS

JEM

TABLES

HENDERSON
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UNTITLED

JESSICA

D'ALTON

GOODE

19

VILLE

DE

CONNOR

SANSNOM

HARRISON

In the ripe, revolutionary month of fruit, General Carteaux, with no time to paint the
crystals left by the sun across the southern water, recaptured Marseille from
insurrection. This was on the day of dogbane. Punishments were handed down; men
were executed; and three days later, Marseille was gone. Vanished via decree from
Paris: Here stands Ville de Sansnom, the nameless place, the city of
. It became
impossible; as in utopia; as in nowhere.
Despite this, life did go on nowhere. But the vanishing led to strange things. On the
first morning, as the sun coasted up an empty sky, fishermen stepped onto boats
rocking on a memory; birds dropped velvet crabs down onto the rocks and cocked
their heads all day, waiting for the sound of a crack. In the quiet morning alleyways,
cats fell into their shadows like pebbles into a river, and couples made love in the
lacuna of their beds. In the afternoon, housewives prepared bouillabaisse from
flatfish, and sea robin and conger, and families ate together beneath trees rooted in
nothing but habit. Fathers of sons lost in the Revolution began to forget the country
they were buried in, and on that first evening, a carpenter remembered a nook
between two shops in the north district where, years before, he had kissed a girl on
her neck. The girl was long gone but the carpenter went anyway, so he might feel
beautiful again. But even as he stood there, he knew he was lost; the nook he
wanted was in a different city.
By then, it was getting dark. The moon was slipping up, and pulling with it the sea,
where it felt, somewhere along an old coast, that it could no longer find purchase,
and so left the water loose, like the corner of a bedsheet unhooked from its
mattress. Later, in the hot night, middle-aged widows slept early and dreamt of
husbands they could no longer name or hear; men now seen as in the memory of a
trompe l’oeil. And out of the cemeteries, the dead – aimless like mist, looking for
God down empty streets to ask why purgatory looks so much like home.
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TO

RAGE

J.R.

MAVEN

To rage! To feel the glorious blade of seething penetrate deeply into the mortal
flesh of oppression. To become pliable and a reflection of what has been
suppressed! A weapon of the most adamant proposal. To do away with unjust
exposure. Overcoming the uphill battle of vocalisation being deprived. To find a
voice in the reason which it obliges. A mutiny collides! A rise—against those who
defile the name of love! Amending the sake of trust. Somehow rekindling the must
to increase good! Binding the time with greater ideas that could potentially change
for the betterment of life. Inspiring. Exciting. Alive! Here we are, now let us place
our prejudice aside. And let us learn how to love and like! Let us build upon the
strife of our struggles that can be rectified through persistence. To give instead of
taking from the living. For we all care in some way. So, we can someday say that we
did our part! Because without light there would be no darkness, so let us be sharp in
our keenness. To rage! It can be a silent intervening murmur of unspoken words that
the heart knows of but can outwardly seem absurd...
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UNTITLED

OLLY

O'NEILL

22

PEOPLE'S

THOMAS

MINDS

MCCOLL

To create my now notorious painting
that could change its image
to reflect the viewer’s personal taste,
I arranged for the world-famous mind-reader,
Frederick Finker (with painted palms)
and my pet chameleon (with painted paws)
to each make their mark,
while a witch cast a spell
to ensure the necessary fusion
between cognisance, chameleon and canvas.
That it worked was nothing short of revolutionary,
and I thought it would earn me a fortune –
but all it’s done is land me in jail.
At first, many people saw great beauty in the
painting,
people who weren’t offended
by all the weird and wonderful crazy things
which keep on popping up in all our minds.
But other people who came across the painting
complained about the “disgusting” images
they were seeing.
I explained that it was themselves they were
seeing,
but that simply made them
even angrier than they already were.
Then police raided the gallery
and they saw disgusting images too.
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At my trial, the prosecutor bellowed:
“How ridiculous and arrogant
of this so-called artist to state
it’s our own blackened souls
which are being portrayed on the canvas.
It is the artist’s degenerate mind
and no-one else’s!”
In any event, found guilty
of poisoning people’s minds,
I was sentenced to six months,
suspended for two years.
Then, after a national outcry –
i.e. an orchestrated tabloid media campaign –
my ‘far too lenient’ sentence
was increased to a year,
and no longer suspended…
…and nor was my painting,
which the gallery had to straightaway take down
and give away to be destroyed –
which was shocking enough,
but I hadn’t expected the bastards
would take my pet chameleon too.
They did, however –
and, after a vet concluded
the multi-coloured animal
had been poisoned by the paint,
it was destroyed just like the painting.
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BUYING

AMY

THE

FARM

BARNES

Three giraffes give our mother’s eulogy. They speak in hushed tones like giraffes do
of fahms and her charity work and how caricatures and balloon animals will be
available on the lanai after the services. We all are wearing white not because it is a
cultural custom but because Mama hated us. She knew it would be hard to find
talking giraffes and a lanai draped in leis and that the blue frosted cupcakes she also
requested would leave blue frosting streaks on all things white.
Even in death, she wanted to prove a point that she was high society and her
children were the kind of people that bring in talking giraffes and balloon swords to
funerals.
Why didn’t the Bishop give the homily and why didn’t the mayor give the eulogy?
She knew the other mourners would whisper about how we were disrespectful and
only wanted her money to buy frivolous things like giraffes and bouncy castles and
hamburger stations and cotton candy machines. And yet, we bought all of those
things on a teacher’s salary and a high school Sonic attendant’s tips and a used car
salesman’s commissions because we loved her.
When I paid the first giraffe their fees for eulogising her, he asked the question I
knew everyone was thinking.
“Did your mother pay for this delightful service?
I didn’t answer, just shoved the money at him and pointed in the direction of the
libations. Bathtub gin in a cast iron and porcelain bathtub with a Best Mother
wreath of Lady Diana roses sprawled across it. Tiny shot glasses of blue Jello and
booze lined up for the funeral attendees to slog down until no one was left
standing. Giant barrels flown in from Italy with giant Italian men that barked at the
guests to stomp the grapes harder. Mexican Coca Cola that drank like motor oil and
tasted like summer sat in frosted bottles next to Shirley Temples that sparkled pink
and innocent. Cold chocolate milk topped with chocolate sandwich cookies for my
youngest brother and his friends who were paintballing each other in the front yard
- splats of rainbow on their white cargo shorts and white plain t-shirts. These were
the requests from a woman who drank only champagne from slim Waterford flutes
and Tab out of the can, on occasion.
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The giraffe asked a different question with sadness in his eyes and rhododendron
leaves in his mouth.
“Are you ok?”
I wasn’t but I would never tell a strange giraffe minister/eulogizer that was the
case. I needed to be strong for my brothers. Robert would go back to selling cars
that barely ran for barely money and Alex would put on roller skates and deliver
sloshing cherry limeades and tater tots to all the mourners.
As I looked out at the Wal-Mart bubble wands and sidewalk chalk memorials and
the candy necklaces and bouncy balls from the goody bags, I knew how to answer.
But I didn’t. I challenged the giraffe and my brothers to a pie eating contest on the
back lawn.
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VERSAILLES

M.K.

HARRISON
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28

29

CONFESSION.
RITUAL.

MARK

(A

THE

DREAM).

BOLSOVER

street. in the city. (—looks like–(…) memor– (feeling), … —south Edinburgh (—
Blackwood. Hill.). … ).

passing (now) a church. … (… —surround by scaffold, and (wood-hard board)
partitions-curtains … ).
—look on-at black ‘n’ white poster (pasted),… —obscured, part(ial),—by
construction partition…
—for Confession times
(—memor–(half-)—of Doctor’s – Surgery.—morning times. … ).
—12.00 – . …
—I have time (—not late,—yet. … ).—a watch?
( … —shouldn’t’ve got up so late. …
(—pang (—sharp, hard(-tight)-cool (‘lectric).
—(‘v) shame). … ).
… ).

…

—the church (—inside). ( … —in the pews. … —toward the front. ...
priests (—three. or four. … ). … —sit (sat)—‘t small – tables, … —‘rranged (‘round)—
between the pews and the altar’s rail.
(—altar (—beyond.—there)—in darkness. … ).
30

—Confessional.
…
old priest at nearby table—reads my name (hear—?) from light blue, laminate card.
—it’s my turn. …
(—relieved (—?).—that it’s the old priest (—‘n’ not the young. … ).
…
—old, sombre(-tired)… —white hair rings bald pate. glasses.
… —rise, ‘n’ move to the table.
…
—brief intro-pre-amble. …
I begin to talk. …
—want to say that I’m not Catholic, but that I have doubt about disbelief in God.
(—fear. (—hot (in th’ skin) – prickles. (cold, hard-sharp ache(s)—in the centre-chest. .
…
(—guilty (-bad) – consc– …
(—?). … ).
he interrupts, but I continue. … —he interrupts again…
—have to say a prayer to begin (-before beginning) (following pre-amble). …
—ritual. …
(am sitting,—adjacent to priest, facing pews,—back to the altar… ).
—I’ve demonstrated my (true) ignorance.—exposed myself as non-true believer. …
—put my hands together, elbows on table, but keep my right eye open.
(—I’m a fake. … —I don’t believe.
—anxiet (aches)—fear-shame.
(and—resent– (c’ntempt). …
—shouldn’t be here if I can’t participate-acquiesce in-to th’ ritual.
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… —if I don’t (—can’t)—believe.
… ).
—prayer. … —an inaudible drone. …
—am I supposed to say it (too), or just to listen… —?
—fake. …
—I just listen. …
—that’s okay.
…
—switch positions (now).
(sudden. … —no real awareness (—vague consc–) … ).
priest is young priest now.—I’m sitting opposite—at table nearest (now) the altar.
(—slight overweight, black short hair. glasses. … ).
he mumbles (—only semi-aud–). … —platitudes. … —‘bout repentance. …
…
—I’m not really here to confess…
—want t’ talk about faith, &c. (… —belief – dis-belief—in God, … —damnation, … … ).
—tell him I was brought up Methodist. … —b’came C ‘v E for… —various – reasons (—
don’t want to go into… (—?). … ).
met a woman. she was—
First woman priest.—he finishes my sentence (—h’s heard all this before. … —? … ).
—You watched her die. When she died that it was it for you. …
(—faith died. … —never had faith. … ).
he's right. but there’s something I don’t like about the way (in which) he’s right—
smug-condescending,… —no sense of sym- of empathy. jaded. (… —?).
he’s just a man. another man.—flawed.
—this was a mistake.
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angry-shamed (‘t-with self).
—get up ‘n’ walk out.
—rude.
—breaks-ignores the ritual.
… —he calls after me. …
walk swiftly, down the aisle.
(hear him)—calls after me, first with concern, then with condescending anger…
—Look at this boy. … —This boy: lost, humiliated, confused, scared. …
walk past long procession of figures (priests, &set)—some in white, some in black
(—one in white carries large gold cross).
—feel that he is following me.
…
—I’m not Catholic.—not afraid of damnation for breaking ritual—for walking away.
…
walk.—down a flight of stairs to (large, open) church doorway (arch).
—to light (white, bright-all-consuming)
out.—beyond.

…
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MIT

DELTITNU

NOTTURP

A

WELL-DESERVED
IN

THE

LORELEI

REST

SUN

BACHT

A well-deserved rest in the sun,
with parasols, with begonias - a rest
in blue-white-red: blue of the sea,
regatta on the line; horizon
white of clouds; amaryllis in red,
daylily red, straw hats.
The major man must be
the bearded man, the pocket watch,
owner of a pretty lady - he grows
it like a flower, beauties of silence.
The major man sits down to think:
I did well to drain Africa,
To organise Indochina,
To sell them the penny-farthing,
The cobblestone, vaccines.
Deep sigh.
The major man sits back in his
Armchair of a rest well-deserved,
His pipe puffing up clouds.
*****
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MARGINALIA

BRENT

HEARN

Every elaborate filigree
was born a doodle,
eventually outgrowing an
awkward squiggly adolescence
before settling into its own gilded skin.
Every elegant appoggiatura
was a fanned-out noisy peacock
muddling the melody before
being shaped by restraint,
its excess gone exquisite.
So when you say you can’t find
your focus—that you lack
clarity—know this: I see you
in a gallery standing silent in the
shadows, watching
the well-to-do gesture to your canvases,
marveling
How long that must have taken! and
I don’t know how she does it!
And when you say you’ve lost
perspective—that you can’t hear
the theme through the noise—know this:
I see you at the bench in the great hall,
lace grazing your wrists, fingers poised
above the keys while the men in their
frock coats lean in and whisper to the
women beside them, delicate wisps
breathless from more than just corsets
as they await your first note.
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DANCER

JOE

FEAR
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KOWALSKI

DREAMS

OF

WOMEN

LUCY

FROST

Divinities of fog and olives– crews
Of cocktail dresses, hollyhocks and
blush–
Sublimities to stir the daffodils
With whisper cool– above the skim of
light,
With lunar swish– Gallipoli– conceit–
This hip will stride Kowalski for an air–
Will swing the spangle of my gutturals–
Will cup a penny of the room– expend,
Oh swift delight, expend– Prometheus–
The night is younger than our dream of it,
With flurried cyphers, rosaries of stars–
Explode the dials of temperament and
stride–
This pile of Babel will remember us–
The mystery it flings on high– Elaine–
With paces borrowed from the dawn, with
roots,
With shutters breathless, knocking at the
pulse,
And at the landings of Kowalski’s hair–
Cigars– Niagara– sentiment– perfume–
These floating bulletins contain our drift,
So much the country of our coming on,
And so much left– consideration trails
About Kowalski in a ready breeze–
This calm of all he might have been– his
breath–
And Richter scale of sealed identity–
His angel sleeps– a son of sons– entire–
My sweet Kowalski, time will find you
out–
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The track of night is famished with your
dance,
And stows your company in greenest air–
Thematic blush– great womanhood of
self!–
Beside my strophes in a dream you walk;
Blue terminal of Ruth– Elaine’s elan–
This pageant of the breeze will finish you,
As much as any lane provokes the hills–
Compounds of dissolution flood the eye,
And color swells the dream beyond its
reach,
As when Kowalski danced, he was Elaine,
Or skimmed the spaces of her brow– the
night–
The mingled gradient of self is caught
In spears and figs and telescopes and
clocks–
This mercury is edging into light,
And holiest remains of sleep; correct,
Kowalski, bridge from ancient homilies–
Unfold in Ruth the cherry of your tongue,
The warming yellow gradient, where it
rolls,
In gusts and furrows– luminary breeze–
To toss its curling silence in your hair–
Before all mornings tumble from the wall,
And populate the clockwork of our
breath–
Before that stillness rows your temper
dry
Beyond the greenest iceberg of the night,
And inhibition scores your silences,
And puffs the breeze out past your
reticence–
Before the sunlight spends Kowalski’s
dream,
Oh shadowy Elaine– oh avenue–
This living stuns your sleeping into text–
My Roy Kowalski, know your name is
Ruth!
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Unwind the dancing pageant of the will,
And spread your runway plumes into the
night–
The chill of oxygen and violets,
The stony mounting caravans of grace,
With fraught departure stirring in your
brow–
In violet shadowed motion richly clad,
And avenues of stars and rosy lanes–
What rising paramours might gird the self,
From hale interiors to cap and spur
All scaffoldings in teaming frost– we
dream!–
This instant, Ruth, we dream our
numbering,
And rove beside ourselves in spangled
pulse,
Enumerating everything that turns–
Until the stone of earth again compels
The tithing of our substance in the fold,
Continuance– the organism– drift–
Let sunlight stream in Ruth Kowalski’s
hair,
Oh beckoning! that she might weave her
shades
To burst from compasses her altitude!
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HOW

MANY?

KATHERINE

SHEHADEH

How many lives
stolen, enslaved
by how many lies
so freely made to protect
the Creators back, overseer
that collects taxes back
on the backs of collection
plates passed to the masses
who relies on the lies
relayed to fund the fantastic
machine that so comfortably pats
Himself on the back
scratching the root
of suffering
How many lives
oppressed, displaced
by how many lies
so neatly made to carry
propagandized waves, searing
eyes who could ever see
thousands hidden in the sea
sunk ungilded treasures
who belies truth in lies
believing place of belonging
is written in ancient script
that lies engraved with
graves immersed in
babies, mothers, dreams
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How many lives
succumbed to waste
by how many lies
so sorry to inform you
heirs’ flames were extinguished,
foreseen
winds blowing unfair knocked
out air carried from far off
lands amiss, leaves a mess
who supplies truth in lies
Hell-o, this is a collect call
from your friendly neighborhood political achang up now and
pay later
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UNTITLED

STEWART

HODGSON

43

BE

JANAYA

POSITIVE

FULLER-EVANS

I am special. I am special. Please, let me be special. No, that’s wrong.
I am special. I am filled with universal radiance and I am loved by the universe and I
am rich, I have lots of money.
(Except I don’t.) Stop. (Except there is $15.68 in my bank account) Begin again.
I am filled with the opulence of a thousand suns. I have all the wealth I need inside
of me. I am special. My bank account is full. I am not hungry.
No nots. Just ams.
(I could really go for a sandwich.) Not now.
No nots.
I have grace and poise and everyone loves me. They love the way I look and the
way I am because I am special. I am not a loser.
(I am a loser. Who does this? Who controls their thoughts like this?) Begin again.
There is nothing wrong. No nothings.
I am filled with goodness and light and the insides of me are healthy and clean and
full of life. I am not afraid of dying. I am not afraid of cancer or car crashes or
someone breaking in while I am sleeping and hurting me. I am not afraid of anything.
I am not afraid of becoming homeless and living on the street, and how would I
protect my things, and how would I stay warm, and all of that. I am not afraid of it. I
am not afraid of loss of people or things, of everyone hating me, of hating myself.
I hate myself sometimes.
Stop. Begin again. This isn’t right.
I can do anything I want to do. I can become a concert cellist. I can open myself to
the world and become a rock star. I can open myself to the ocean and become a
marine biologist. I can open myself to one person and be loved. I can do anything if I
just want it hard enough.
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(I’m 57 years old. There are limitations).
No. Stop. I can do anything.
I can do a lot. I can write this down. I can know my own mind. I can breathe in and
out and then in again. I can do all that at the same time.
(I don’t know my mind. I refuse to accept it. This dark and cobwebbed place full of
lost memories and the fears and the emptiness of a lifetime. I will be more than
that.)
Stop. Begin again.
I am special. I am rich. I am happy. I am full of great ideas.
I am the inside of a great idea.
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WE

DANCE

IN

NICOLE

THE

DARK

PURDIE
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NANCY

HAS

MARGARET

HER

D.

SAY

STETZ

Not even the courtesy to call it
“To Miss Nanson,”
though I addressed him each time as “Mr. Ashton”
in my letters,
which he published
without having asked.
Got his friend Mr. Wedmore to play
at editor,
turning both me and my words
into fiction.
Who cares what’s done
to a girl’s character,
when she’s made
into someone’s character?
Not that artistic lot.
Smithers, indeed!
I’d like to smother’im.
His magazine
filled with nasty drawings,
what should be banned
or burned.
It was all Mr. Ashton's doing.
He trailed me from Weymouth to London,
from Hall to Hall,
and me just fourteen at the start.
Announcing he was an “R.A.”
(What’s that, when it’s at home?
a “Right Arse,”
I might have said,
if I weren’t a lady.
Which I am.)
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Yes, I “sat”
for those seven pastels
he described in that rubbishy story,
hoping one might get used for a poster.
(Theatre managers like ’em—
colour and smiles on the wall.)
But he never allowed me to “sit,”
always wanted my foot
kicking high in the air,
my petticoats swirling and rising.
It’s not about art.
It’s all about bulges in trousers
(like those pictures
done by the boy—
lean and long as a starving snake he was,
and ill-looking, too—
who slunk in with him, uninvited,
to my dressing-room, after the Panto).
And the minute I was sixteen,
Oh, ho! The fine phrases:
“Nancy, there is—for me—
a certain pathos in this passage of yours
from childhood
into ripening girlhood.”
Fearing (hoping?) to see me “spoilt,”
ready to look for “deterioration,”
like I were some piece of fruit on a stall,
(instead of him just another gent in the stalls,
watching a star).
It’s all in that thing called The Savoy.
The second part worse than the first.
He and that Smithers must have had a good laugh
over the notes I sent,
because I couldn’t afford a solicitor.
You bet I tore into them
(and tore up the magazine).
But no one cares what
a music hall artiste thinks,
a sixteen-year-old girl
dancing her way
through crowds of Mr. Ashtons.
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So I say it here:
I’ve never been “spoilt.”
No, thanks very much.
And there’s been no
“deterioraton of Nancy.”
He can’t treat me as
lowly, ta…
I’ll never be
lowly, ta!
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ETERNAL

RENEWAL

PEARLYN

TAN
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INGE

AT

MARK

LARGE

RUSSELL

Inge placed the same advert in the local paper, the corner shop window, and out into
the internet’s unhinged matrices. Within days, she had off-loaded the few children
she had brought with her. ‘Don’t ever let them tell you I was going through a difficult
period,’ she told them as they were uploaded and taken to their various families in
their various destinations. Those old enough to speak said thank you, one or two cut
off locks of their hair and gave them to Inge. ‘I can’t promise to keep these,’ she said.
‘But I feel the life rising in my chest.’ On her first night alone, Inge drank wine at a
pavement table of a Catalonian bistro in Clerkenwell, and watched as her new life fell
from the sky into her hands.

INGE

IN

THE

WORLD

The roast is resting; the potatoes, finishing. Owen arrives home, places his bag in the
hall, takes off his shoes and whistles an early Beatles tune. He comes into the
kitchen, kisses Inge on the cheek, sits with the mail. ‘There’s no food tonight,’ she
says. ‘I have prepared us absinthe and cigars instead.’ She makes him a cup of tea, one
sugar, too much milk. ‘Did you bring me cocaine and a lover?’ she says. Owen puts the
mail in the bin. ‘I’ve bought an apartment in London. I intend to spend weekdays
there, writing novels and swimming in the river,’ she says.
Owen sips his tea and sighs. ‘I have memories, Inge,’ he says.
‘I can’t help you with that,’ she says, opening the oven door. A whirling heat fills the
room.
‘I don’t know what they want,’ he says.
Inge carves. ‘They want winter’s hostility. They want to be children running in the
rain. They want foolish penetration.’ Owen eats. ‘They want the truth, Owen.’ They
eat.
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THE

NATALIA

WORLD

MASLANINOWA
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AFTER

THE

GRAHAM

FLOOD

CLIFFORD

She wants everything before her washed away.
She will redirect weed-throttled canals
that stagnate in his childhood
and make a confluence of the buried oil
and silver sewers gushing under 40s Paris;
call on the vodka-bright brook
that Stalker cooled his lamp-bulb forehead in,
even dam, to aim, the stream that clicked
and curved fish-less through Z for Zechariah
into the dip behind Bailey’s Hill
to become the bourn
that froze a clear lid we licked:
all this water at her command, the drizzle
that tuned planes in and out, that could spread
quick and in everything as radiation
swallowing pylons and cooling towers,
churned and forced
through the hydrant of her.
His stories are worked loose in the relentless storm.
He is diluted to one part in a billion;
ancestral boulders work free and
smash on the way out, making
too much damage to feel – she wants to be
the flood gushing through him.
Cars bob and crumple street furniture flat.
Cities come loose and slide, edge sinister.
She will see to it his arteries and capillaries split
and mend in new ways and directions
making a new map; that, leached
of all vitamins and minerals
he will be as water, invisible,
refracting her bigger behind him;
he will be industrial cable, machine-sawn at the ends,
purely functional, here-to-the-moon-and-back-again-long
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with not one perceptible variation.
She wants to wound him with water.
To lift his kitten body soused, all but drowned,
deliciously deep-sleep-weak and empty of any of us,
and he’s going to let her.
From behind her hand
we watch as she blows the first warm words:
now begins the drying.
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FLORAL

AND

JOE

FERNS

FEAR
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REPETITION

BEN

RIDDLE

I am sitting with a backpack by the
side of the road kept company by a sign
that says some time a bus will
come –
I love the assumptions that humans make
about one another, that assume a frigid
kind of collective cornerstone
a chilled distilled
relationship with truth that presumes
my clock matches your clock, or
that we both see the same
colour red,
that what I think a plum tastes like
is the same for you. Perhaps it is not so strange
all the things people disagree on
if we for a moment
forget this assumption, this presumption;
perhaps our relationship with
reality is more complicated
than a Facebook status,
maybe my relationship with truth is
more of a friends with benefits
type of situation,
bur I don’t want us to
see other people, and I’m
afraid of falling in love with you.
Maybe where we go wrong
is when we pretend
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that the colour I think your eyes are
is less important than how
I’ve decided to feel
about you,
how can we make decisions about
subjective suggestive realisations,
the cognizant recognition
when our points
of reference are entirely different?
How can we assess whether
what I call love and
you call love
is similar enough when I don’t know
what you think a plum tastes like?
I believe my bus is late, and I
believe a bus driver
is trying his best, or at least I
choose to believe he is trying the
best he believes he can. I doubt
he will run three red lights
on the off chance of finding
a stranger sitting by the side of
the road kept company
by a sign, and a poem,
but maybe he got up this morning,
a little dusty, a little hungover.
Maybe he slept on a couch,
or left an argument
still angry, or without saying good
night. I believe just surviving
some days is a lot, and I
hope a bus driver
is having a good day. I’ll never know
if he is not. Even if I felt it
societally appropriate
to ask; found an opening
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to slide my question into his surrounding,
how can I know if what he thinks is
feeling okay, and what I think
are the same?
How can I know if when he says he is
okay that he doesn’t mean well I haven’t
seen my kids in six years, and don’t
know how to say sorry, but
I had a nice coffee today? How can I know
if when he gets angry and sees red
it’s the same red I see?
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UNTITLED

TIM

PRUTTON
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TREASURE

PEARLYN

TAN
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